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ABSTRACT
In this paper, from a measurement study and analysis of sms
based on traces coming from a nationwide cellular telecom-
munication operator during a two month period, we propose
a DTN (Delay Tolerant Network) like network protocol for
delivering sms. More precisely, we perform a temporal and
spatial analysis of the Mexico City cellular network consid-
ering geolocalized sms. The temporal analysis allows us to
detect events and to check for overloading periods, with ab-
normal or unexpected traffic, and to study the evolution
of classical parameters such as activity or distance between
source and destination. The spatial analysis is based on the
Vorono¨ı diagram of the base stations covering Mexico City.
We explain how sms traffic can be characterized. Such key
characterization allows us to answer the question: is it possi-
ble to transmit sms using phones as relay in a large city such
as Mexico City? We defined a simple network protocol to
transmit sms from a source to a destination. This DTN like
protocol does not need routing nor global knowledge. The
protocol takes benefit from the locality of sms, the density
of phones in Mexico City and the mobility of phone users.
We studied a mobile dataset including 8 millions users living
in Mexico city. This gave use a precise estimation of the av-
erage transmission time and the global performance of our
approach. After 30 minutes, half of the sms were delivered
successfully to destination.
Categories and Subject Descriptors
To appear in the Twelve ACM International Symposium on Performance
Evaluation of Wireless Ad Hoc, Sensor, and Ubiquitous Networks, 2015,
Cancun.
C.2.2 [Computer-Communication Networks]: Network
Protocols; C.2.3 [Computer-Communication Networks]:
Network Operations; C.4 [PERFORMANCE OF SYS-
TEMS]
General Terms
Theory, Measure
Keywords
Network Science, DTN, Routing Protocols
1. INTRODUCTION
The need of communicating in a dense city is always in-
creasing. Every day, millions of sms are sent in a large city
like Mexico City. Traditional sms is challenged by alterna-
tive messaging services such as Facebook Messenger, What-
sApp [1], Tango, Skype and Viber by using data connexion
and/or wireless hot spot [16]. One can also use P2P like
application to enable smartphones to connect via Bluetooth
or Wi-Fi without an internet connection by connecting peer-
to-peer when people are forming a dense network. Though
it was not designed in purpose, FireChat was used as a com-
munication tool in some civil protests. Nevertheless, sms is
still a growing market and remains a very popular service
over cellular networks since 82% of mobile users are sending
sms in our dataset. The sms is well-known and well-used
in both developed and developing countries, and uses this
communication standard with penetration in more than 220
countries.
During rush hours, sms traffic may consume a non negligible
part of the backbone network capacity, and sometimes satu-
rates it. This saturation mat come from the sms architecture
itself whicj is totally centralized. Every sms is deliver to a
unique SMS Center (SMSC) which acts as a centralized,
store-and-forward server that is responsible for accepting,
storing, retrieving subscriber information, and forwarding
sms to the intended destination of the sms. It is becoming a
great challenge to increase the amount of traffic delivered to
the users while keeping the infrastructure stable (i.e., same
number of relays and backbone capacity). Apart from the
typical rush hours, the mobile network can be globally chal-
lenged during special events such as natural disasters, sport
events or locally saturated during concerts, conferences, ri-
ots or sport matches. Attendees look for the most reliable
experience with their mobile devices. Mobile networks are
dimensioned to sustain the load 99% of the time, but for
those specific events, the activity can be incredibly higher
than the congestion threshold. In [3], authors revealed that
voice calls and sms are still in use in these large scale events,
despite frequent reports from users about the data network
unavailability. It can thus be interesting to propose and test
new protocols, less dependent of the cellular infrastructure
and/or the backbone infrastructure, that could carry a part
of the traffic load.
In this study, we evaluate the benefits and the feasibility of a
delay tolerant network (DTN) approach to transmit sms and
more generally data from a source to a destination. Instead
of using classical routing, we use relays close to the source
and phone users that are connected to those local relays to
reach the destination. The advantage of our approach is
that we do not perform a routing algorithm, we do not need
global knowledge, neither its associated mechanisms such as
neighbor discovery, exchange of control messages, etc. and
do not need to know where the destination is. Moreover,
as we only use local relays that are close to the source, the
bandwidth cost of a sms is smaller and the backbone in-
frastructure of the operator is not used. On top of that,
our protocol works best when the capacity of the network is
challenged during rush hours as the density of phones and
the mobility of users are even higher.
It is important to notice that we clearly do not target an im-
plementation of our approach in existing 3GPP standards or
existing cellular networks protocols. One goal is to demon-
strate that the DTN approach could be feasible and helpful.
We demonstrate by replaying millions of real sms traffic the
reliability and gain of our proposals. Note that such ap-
proach could be used in future cellular standards, and also
be used as a key enabler for P2P applications.
The contributions of this paper are two-fold. We perform
an analysis in time and space of sms traffic. It is based on a
significant database describing sms sent during two months
in Mexico city [15]. It represents 90 millions of phone users
all over Mexico. The temporal analysis includes an event
detection to check overloading periods and the evolution of
the sms activity at different time scales. The spatial analy-
sis is based on the distance between source and destination
in kilometers and number of hops. The number of hops
is computed according to the Vorono¨ı diagram of the base
stations. Thanks to the traffic characterization and more
precisely its regularity and locality, the second contribution
is the proposal of two protocols that aim to carry sms traffic,
and to relieve the infrastructure network in terms of load.
We use the same real sms traces to evaluate the efficiency of
these less centralized protocols. Through the replay of these
sms, we show that with a very simple and not optimized
algorithm, it is possible to have a delivery ratio higher than
50%. It is obviously not perfect, but we consider that it is
enough to prove the benefit of our approach.
The paper is organized as follows. We first reference studies
that are linked to our experiments and topic in Section 2.
In Sections 3 and 4, we present our large trace that contains
sms and localized calls and we perform a spatial and tem-
poral analysis to point out some pertinent characteristics of
the cellular networks. The two protocols are presented in
Sections 5. In Section 6, we show the performance evalua-
tion of these two protocols in terms of transmission success
and delay. We conclude in Section 7.
2. RELATEDWORK
A study [19] of nationwide cellular network analyzes the tem-
poral activity and peaks. It seems to be a great advantage
to understand better the activity variations to limit the con-
gestions. The overload during rush hours or specific events
that induces high traffic is a great problem and diverse so-
lutions have been proposed [13, 11]. It is possible to limit
the size of the message, to include in mobile phone a soft-
ware that reacts to congestions, or even to try to recognize
and predict congestions. Other studies expose an app built
on top of sms which enables to use sms for several services.
In, the author propose a reliable SMS-based data transport
protocol. These apps use the ubiquity, reliability and the
possibility of building sms-based applications to adapt the
classic cellular protocol.
Yet some events are unpredictable, such as natural disasters
or riots. Both global and local events can be unpredictable.
Many studies propose general or specific methods to detect
such events [18, 17, 6, 7, 8]. During these overloaded peri-
ods while the network is saturated, some messages are not
delivered unless they use the diversification of different ways
of communicating such as web apps [1], or more decentral-
ized applications such as the BitTorrent’s P2P Encrypted
Messaging App where messages are directly sent from one
phone to another without being routed through or stored on
any servers.
However, the overload blocks sms communication which is
used for many services and the list of uses continue to in-
crease. It is now possible to use sms to make health cam-
paigns [9, 12, 5], schedule calls, conduct electronic surveys,
provide e-voting services, send calendar notifications, search
the Internet, and exchange status updates with servers on
the Internet.
We now understand better how people are communicating
with their mobile phone in terms of activity [19, 10] and
mobility [2, 4]. In this paper we analyze two aspects which
are linked to the locality of sms and the density of users. The
observation of certain periods of great density and mobility
of phone users combined with the locality of sms and a high
activity leads us to create two protocols that take advantage
of these characteristics.
3. DATA SOURCE
We used traces extracted from mobile phones [15] represent-
ing 92 millions of clients in Mexico and 8 millions in Mexico
City during a 2-month period: from March to April 2014.
The city is covered by 775 base stations that are part of
Figure 1: Plot of the global SMS activity in Mexico
over 2 months (in blue) and the sampling one based
on SMS for which the location of the source and the
destination is known (in red).
the telecommunication network of a cellular operator. This
anonymized dataset contains 70 million sms and 170 million
phone calls all over Mexico. Some calls are localized, i.e.,
we know the base station of the source or destination. From
these mobile calls, it has been possible to localize in Mexico
City 1.5 millions of sms for our study. For each sms, we set
the localization of the closest call in time. We assume that if
the source and the destination received or made a localized
call 30 minutes before or after the sms, we can effectively
set a source and destination location for the sms. We also
noticed that more than 92% of geolocalized sms sent from
Mexico City have the destination in Mexico City.
For our study, we define a graph with the base stations as
nodes, and wherein there is a link/edge between two nodes
if they are neighbors in the Vorono¨ı tessellation: there is a
link between two base stations (bs1, bs2) if and only if bs1
and bs2 have a common border in the Vorono¨ı tessellation
built according to the base station locations. Consequently,
we can define a distance between two base station not only
in term of kilometers but also in terms of hops through this
graph. Two neighbors are at distance 1, and the neighbors
of the neighbors are at a distance 2, and so on. As we do
not have any hierarchical information on base stations, we
consider that every base station has the same role. The
Figure ?? is diplaying several
Validation. As we take a sampling of sms for which we
have the locations of the source and the destination, it is
important to test that our sample is a random sample from
the global trace. In Figure 1 we plot the global activity and
the sampled activity. Both are normalized by their mean.
It seems at a first glance that both signals of the activity
per hour are similar. We also compute the correlation coeffi-
cients of the two time series; the Pearson correlation is equal
to 0.95 which means that a linear equation describes the re-
lationship between both signals perfectly and the p-value
associated is null, which implies that the correlation com-
puted is significant. We also compute the cross-correlation
of two discrete-time signals that shows a strong similarity
between both signals.
4. DATA ANALYSIS
In this section, we make an analysis of the localized sms in
our trace according to three parameters: the activity (num-
ber of sms sent), the distance in kilometers and the distance
in hops (distance in hops in the cellular graph, defined by
Vorono¨ı diagram, from source base station and destination
base station). These parameters are computed according
to the time (per hour) and space (per cell). The temporal
analysis consists in computing parameters (number of sms,
distance of sms) per hour. To deeper analyze the traffic
patterns, we use an empirical mode decomposition (EMD)
method. Using the EMD method, the time series can be
decomposed into a finite and small number of components.
These components form a complete and nearly orthogonal
basis for the original signal. Without leaving the time do-
main, EMD is adaptive and efficient. Since the decompo-
sition is based on the local characteristic time scale of the
data, it can be applied to nonlinear and non-stationary pro-
cesses. Once the time series is decomposed, we are able to
detect traffic behavior that does not fit the general pattern /
periodicity and extract the high frequency component that
gather abnormal behaviors/events. The spatial analysis is
based on the Vorono¨ı diagram from base stations, and aims
to show up the spatial diversity.
Temporal analysis and event detection. As we expected,
the activity varies through time at several scales. During
the day (from midday to 8pm), the activity is greater than
during the night. When we average the activity on a daily
base for each hour or when we superimposed activity for ev-
ery days (Figure 2), we observe a period of lower activity
during the night and higher activity during the day. The
standard deviation is quite small and variations are periodi-
cal. Although the density of mobile phones varies during the
day, it also varies between different days. For instance, the
activity during weekdays is greater than during the weekend,
and the typical peak is reached on Friday at 6 pm.
Moreover, the activity sometimes increases because of spe-
cific events. In order to detect and validate such observa-
tions and have a better insight on the time series repre-
senting the sms activity per hour, we perform an Empirical
Mode Decomposition (EMD) on the signal [14]. The sig-
nal is the number of sms per hour during two months. The
EMD allows to represent the non-stationary signal as sum of
zero-means Intrinsic Mode Function (IMF) and one residue.
Figure 3 gives the decomposition of the global sms activity.
The IMF 3 clearly gives a daily periodic signal (a spectral
analysis also give an harmonic decomposition in days of the
signal). Let observe the high frequency IMF 1 plotted on
Figure 3. We plot in red the mean of the IMF 1. The
signal is clearly oscillating around the mean in a compact
envelope with few extra peaks of activity. In green, we plot
the mean plus twice the standard deviation and extract all
points greater than this value in order to point out specific
events. For example, in our trace, this signal shows some
perturbations, the biggest one happened on the 18th of April
2014 (day 47 on the Figure) just after an earthquake near
the Pacific coast of Mexico occurred in the state of Guerrero,
265 km southwest of Mexico City.
We also studied the distance in km and in hops that quantify
the proximity between source and destination. As one can
Figure 2: For each hour of the day, we compute the average of each parameter on the 2-month period: (1)
number of SMS per hour average and standard deviation (bold blue) and distribution for all days (muticolor);
(2) average distance in hops of SMS per hour; (3) average distance in km of SMS per hour.
Figure 3: (1) EMD of the original temporal signal: number of SMS sent per day. One can clearly identify a
day oscillation in the IMF 3. IMF 1 is high frequency variation and other IMF (4 to 8) are low frequencies,
(2) For IMF 1, the high frequency of EMD is linked to specific events, the earthquake on the 18th April 2014
induces a perturbation on that mode.
observe in Figure 2, these distances are not varying a lot
through hours but during the night sms are more local than
during the day. One hypothesis might be that people may
send sms at home. To estimate how local the sms are, we
can compare the average distances of our trace to a random
case. For instance, the average in km between two random
base stations is equal to 16.4 km whereas, in our trace, the
average in km of sms sent is equal to 6.9 km. Similarly, the
average of distances in hops in the graph induces by Vorono¨ı
diagram is equal to 14.2 for random base stations and 4.7
for localized sms. The sms seems to be much more local
than the random case. The locality property can be used
to deliver sms without any routing as many destinations are
close to the source.
Analysis per base station. From an operator point of view,
it is interesting to study the traffic in each cell as managed
by the base stations. In Figure 4, we can notice that the
distribution of density per base station is heterogeneous as
the variation coefficient CV = σ
µ
= 0.63. Some base stations
have a high activity according to the surface whereas others
have quite low density. The average of the number of sms
sent is 1378 sms during that period. It also shows that the
density is higher in the city center rather than in suburbs.
Although, the distance in hops is more homogeneous than
the density (CV = 0.44), one can notice a larger distance in
the city center area. It is certainly due to the spatial density
of base stations, which is higher in the city center to manage
the higher traffic load. The number of hops to send a sms at
a given distance is then greater. Even if the average of the
distance in km per sms sent for each cell is quite constant
(CV = 0.32), this averaged distance seems to be a bit longer
for the sms sent from the city center.
5. PROTOCOLS
We describe two protocols to deliver the sms in another way
than the protocol used in the cellular network. Our approach
relies on the density and mobility of phone users combined
with the locality of sms. The protocols use the base stations
that are close to the base station attached to the source
and users that are connected to it. They are not totally
decentralized but more centralized than the classic cellular
protocol that consist in a routing through the base stations.
Figure 5 depicts these protocols.
Figure 4: Plot of three parameters computed for each base station: the density of SMS sent which corresponds
to the normalized ratio between the number of SMS sent and the size of the cell, the distance in hops of SMS
sent and the distance in km of SMS sent. The result is plotted in two different ways: (Top) a heat map to
give a visualization of the quantities and (Bottom) quantities according to base stations are computed from
the lowest to the highest value, the min/max are given in these figures below. (left) The density of a cell is
computed as the ratio of the number of SMS sent for a base station and the area size; (middle) the average
distance in hops of SMS sent; (right) the average distance in km of the SMS sent.
Figure 5: Sketches of the protocols 1 and 2.
Protocol 1. The source sends the sms in the usual way to
the base station to which it is attached (Figure 5). Then,
this base station retransmits to the stations around itself
which are neighbors (all the stations that are at a distance
1). This process can be repeated in order to reach the neigh-
bors of the neighbors at distance 2 from the original station.
Considering a fixed distance k, the sms is well received if
and only if the destination is attached to a base station at
a distance ≤ k. The efficiency of Protocol 1 depends on the
locality of the exchanges. During this process, the location
of the destination does not have to be known.
Protocol 2. The second protocol relies on the mobiles at-
tached to the original base station of the sender (Figure 5).
Figure 6: (1) Temporal transmission success for Protocol 1 as function of the hours of the day. We consider
different number of hops for the transmission of sms; (2) global transmission success according to the number
of hops averaged over the day. (3) Temporal transmission success for Protocol 2 averaged by day hours where
packers keep the message 30 minutes then remove it from their phones; (4) inverse cumulative distribution
of the global transmission success according to the delay ( ≤ 30 min ).
When this base station receives a sms, it duplicates this
message to the mobiles which are attached to that station.
In practice, every mobile in that cell gets the sms, they are
called the packers.. If the destination is one of these packers,
the sms is already transmitted. The packers who have just
received the sms move through Mexico City and may switch
from that antenna to others. As the packers are moving, if a
packer and the destination are at the same time attached to
the same antenna, the destination will receive the sms. At
this moment, the packer sends the sms to the base station
and the base station sends the sms to the destination as it is
attached to this antenna. The success of this communication
depends on the density of packers and thus of mobile users
and on their mobility. If many packers are moving randomly
all over the city, the probability of reaching the destination
has to be very high.
6. RESULTS
Quantifying the feasibility of our approach can prove the
concept we propose. We are not competing with classical
cellular routing but we show that our protocols can be an
alternative for some applications to complement it by reliev-
ing the infrastructure network of a part of its load during
some challenging time, for instance. We choose to limit the
delay to 30 minutes which seems to be a reasonable upper
limit for delivering a sms.
Results for Protocol 1. We quantified the efficiency of the
first protocol in Figure 6 for which the success is only based
on the locality of sms. We show that 20% of sms sent
reached their destination if we only consider people attached
to the same base station (k = 0), almost 35 % when the base
station transmits the sms to its neighbors (k = 1) and 46 %
if we consider base stations at a two-hop distance (k = 2).
This result highlights the fact that the destination is usu-
ally close to the base station of the source. In comparison,
if we consider the base station network of Mexico City, the
average of hops between two random stations is 11 and the
diameter (maximum distance in hops) of this network is 22.
Considering k ≤ 5, only 13% of the base stations are reach-
able. In that sense, we can say that there is a high locality
of sms.
Results for Protocol 2. In the traces that we studied for
the network of Mexico City (1.5 million sms over 2 months),
one third of sms are delivered in less than 10 minutes and
half of them are transmitted in 30 minutes (Figure 6), this
delay is set arbitrarily and reasonably. We consider that
after 30 minutes without being delivered, the transmission
fails. One can notice that 20% of transmission success is due
to a packer that switch from an antenna to another. The
mobility is a key point for that protocol. When the activity
is high, during rush hours, the protocol has more than 70%
of delivering success. It is interesting to notice that the effi-
ciency of our protocol is the best when the operator service
is challenged. Moreover, as we miss out some locations (only
9% of the SMS were localized), we just have a part of the
packers and have an underestimation of the efficiency.
The protocol 1 relies on the locality of sms sent during the
day whereas the protocol 2 also takes advantage of the mo-
bility and density of phone users leading to a transmission
success rate that increases drastically during the rush hours
with a maximum rate of 70%.
7. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have proposed two simple protocols based
on DTN principles to carry a part of the sms traffic in a cel-
lular network. They have been evaluated through an original
method as we had the opportunity to replay a large trace of
geolocalized sms in Mexico City. This evaluation has shown
that the density of the network, users mobility and local-
ity of sms increases the efficiency of the protocols and so
could unload efficiently the backbone network of the opera-
tor. Even if there are already some solutions that are close
to our protocols, to our knowledge the evaluation of the effi-
ciency of such approaches through the use of huge datasets
has never been performed.
The protocol 1 offers a transmission success up to 50% whereas
it reaches 70% for protocol 2 during rush hours, which shows
the ability of our approaches to deliver a non negligible part
of the sms and to relieve the infrastructure network of a part
of its load.
Many variations and combinations of these protocols can be
proposed and evaluated with this trace. For instance, we
decided for the second protocol to set k = 0 by sending only
to the source base station but it would have been possible
to increase k. At the second step, the packers are defined
as the clients attached to the source base station. Another
possibility is to set a probability of spreading the sms and
to create a more epidemic protocol. When a packer switches
from a base station to another, he can transmit the sms to
the new base station which can retransmit to all the clients
associated to it. The number of packers will greatly increase.
Yet, there is a trade-off to find between our protocols and
the broadcast protocol as the sms has to be stored and trans-
mitted to all the packers and every transmission has a cost.
At this point we need to make a compromise between the
computational and storage gain we expect and the efficiency
of the protocol.
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